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INTRODUCTION • ,
-'
-A
-
. -f
1.0 Strateaent of Problem
This paper attempts a discussion, on the basis of contrastive
analysis; of English and ^tandarin niorpho-ayntactic patterns, of
potential difficulties faced by a Mandarin speaker in learning
English. We will observe for this purpose some of the more coffracra
niorpho-syntactic proble-ns with special reference to negative and .
question patterns, but by no means exhaust the roorpno-syntactic
problcuis encountered by Mandarin speakers learning English.
1.01 It is to be assumed that individuals tend to transfer the
fcritis acid meanings, and the distribution of forms and meanings of
their native language and culture to the foreign language and
culture -- both prodttctively when attempting to speak the language
and to act in the culture, and receptively when attempting to
grasp and understand the language and culture as practiced by
natives.'^ In learning English, tb.e Mandarin spealcer tends to
transfer the sentence forms, modification devices, and number and
tense patterns of his native language.
1.02 The fundamental. princ
i
ple guiding this study is based on
the pronouncement given by Fries : "The most effective materials
are those that are based upon a scientific description of the
language ':o be Ioai.•n^d, carefully coropared' with a parallel
descripcion of the native langu£>:e of the learner. "2 Such
2contrastive analys3-S enables one to identify differences ano
similarities between the tx-jo language structures. In the process
of learning, those structures that are similar will be easier to
learn and those that are different V7ill be wore difficult. As
siniilarity and difference, to a certain degree, determine ease
and difficulty in learning, the learner can learn tr.ore effectively
and satisfactorily if he can control those differences.
1.03 General American English is the target language and
Mandarin Chinese the native language. The former is an Indo-
European language, while the latter belongs to the Sino-Tibetan
family. », 'v . •. • '
I'l
^i'i-J^ii 9.L Literature ' . «•.,
A review of the literature on English and Mandarin rriorphology
and syntax ^/ields a number of works useful in this study.
1.11 Studies of English. "Ihere are many books on English
morphology and syntax by linguistr, such as those by Fries,
3
Francis,^! Kill, 5 Trr.ger and Smith, ^ Stageberg.^ These books
provide descriptive analysis of the Engl3.sh language and emphasise
grammatical structures and such features as word order, inflection,
intonation and function words, xvhich are grammatical signals that
systematically convey meanings and relationships. There are also
books on descriptive linguistics by such authorities as Biocmfield,^
Gleasoa," Hockett,-*^ ?ike,--- which deal with various language
systems and techniques of analysis.
1.12 Studies of Mandarin Chinese. Works of Yuen Ren Chao,^^
Harry S. /i] drich . -^--^ and Fries aac Stien-^' of the University o^:
Michigan English Language Instituie, are important sources in this
field. Chao and Aldrlch contributtd to clescrlptive ?n^.ly5iis of
Mandar'jn; rr3.e3S and Shen pro^rt'^med intensive courses in English
for Chinese speakers and in Chinese for English speakers.
1.13 In the field of reaching and learning a second language,
Fries' Teach in_^and_J.2r rTiJa]^^^ a Foreign Language , Lado ' s
I.^nguage Teaching and L5.n,^£uistics Across Cultures, Allen's
Readings _in Applied English Linguistics and Teaching English as a
Second Language, K.ivei-s ' Th£ Psychologist and the Foreign Language
Teacher , and Politzer's For£;ign_ Langviage Learning: A Linguisjtic
Introduction contain very valuablo u-:aterialp , ruch as methods in
compariiig tv70 gramr.atlcal structuros, techniques and methods in
learning a second. language, and learning psychology.
1*2 Jus
t
iflea t ion of S tuuy
Language learning is a difficult task. For effective results,
we can hardly over- emphasize -^he importance of raooern iing\.Tictic
approaches in language teaching. As "the fr.cughts of any people
are molded and restricted by the patterns of a- liuiited series of
sounds, a liraited series of arbitr;.iry inorpheiKes , a limited number
of rigid syntactic constructions",-'--' knowing what the pattern is.
precisely miat feature ±v. that pattern is troubling the learner,
and vjhat different feature he is substituting, can lead to a
simple hint or suggestion that v;ill help solve the learner's
problem.
1.21 CVie of the prim.ary prcble:r,s the Mandarin speaker faces in
learning English is a dtZfecewce in teachi.ng system. In Taiv.-an,
mast teachers of Elaglis/; are scill using traditional raechodclogy
which emphasizes iTier.'.orlzation of grammatical rules and tran^ilation
exercises. The learner learns about the language, but when he
comas to actual usage of the language studied, he often sp.oaks
English in Mandarin patterns. It is, therefore, believed that
results from this contrastive analysis of certain morpho-s^/ntactic
problems can serve as an aid in programming teaching materials in
Taiwan.
^•3 Procedures of Study
This report is in two parts. The first part is a general
outline of the contrastive analysis of the morpho-syntactic
patterns of English and counterpart structures of Mandarin. It
includes discussions of certain features of morphemes, inflection,
sentences, parts of speech, and function words w^ith predictions of
potential problems for the teacher or the learner of English.
The second part is a relatively more specific contrastive analysis
of English and Mandarin negatioii and interrogative forms. This
analysis includes discussions of some basic negative and question
patterns of the two languages.
.
1.31 A pattern practice drill^^ ^as designed and included for
purposes of reference and practice, vvhen the learner has acquired
the basic patterns and a proficiency in producing them automatically,
it will not be too difficult for him to learn potential expansions.
1.32 The conversion of affirmative to negative and stateraeni;
to question, as presented here, is based on a transformational
grammar approach. '-'
CIL^PTER II • .
CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS OF MORPHO- SYNTACTIC .
PATTERNS OF ET.^GLISH AND MANDARIN CHINESE .
2*0- Introduction
Presented in this chapter are some general descriptions of
English and Mandarin grammar at the morpho-syntactic level. The
description and analysis are presented from the linguistic point
of view and problem spots are analyzed. It should be noted that
not all the grammatical problems are discussed. For this study, "
patterns that reflect significant differences between the two
languages vrero chosen because the differences underlie the m.ost
common and persistant problems for Mandarin speakers learning
English.
2 . 1 Morpheme
The morpheme is the smallest meaningful unit of linguistic
structure. ^^ It must meet the three criteria;
a. It is a v7ord, or a part of word that has meaning.
b. It cannot be divided into smaller meaniiigful parts
without violation of its meaning or without
meaningless rem.aindars.
c. It recurs in differing verbal environments with a
relatively stable meaning. 19
2.11 In English there are two types of morphem.es -- free and
bound. "A free rjorphema is one that can be uttered alone with
meaning", ^0 e.g.
,
"date", "A bqirad morpheme, unlike the free,
cannot be uttared aloiie v/iLh. msaning. It is always annexed to
one or more morphemes to fciru' a v/ord",^^- e.g., the /-s/ in "dates".
This particular ex^aiiple is an illustration of the process waovm as
inflection. Thes^? smallest meaningful units, which represent
baser, and affixes, are components of word level constructions.
Certapln boi-iid morphemes indicate the forui classes of v7ords , such
as, "-tion" generally indicates a noun; "-ly", an adjective or an
adverb.
2.12 Mandarin. Practically all morphemes in Mandarin are mono-
syllabic, e.g., /;T!ey3/ 'beauty'. A very small number of morph-
emes of obscure et^n-nology or of foreign origin have miore than one
syllable, e.g., /loci/ 'logic'. ^-3 A morpheme is a free morph vr'aexi
it is also a syntactic word, e.g., /haw^/ 'good*. It is a bound •
morph when it coTnbines with one or m.ore other morphs to form a
syntactic word, 2--' v;hich functions as one unit, e.g., /nan^/ 'male'
and /hay^/ 'child', bound morphs , form the syntactic word /nan2hay2/
'bo],''. Note also that a bound morph is alv/ays bound, but t'nat a
free morph is not always free. Alm.ost all free morphs except
interjections can be bound to form layered S3mtactic words. 25 in
short, s>Titactic units in Mandarin are often more like English
compound words such as 'blackboard' and 'wind-mill' than words as
'particular' or 'pretty'. The meaning may or may not be derived
from the morphemes of which the syntactic unit is comiposed. However,
in Mandarin, there do exist some grammatical morphemes - with the
features of English morphemes - v/hich are shovvTi to be such by loss
of tone or other transactions of tone and stress : /I'S'/ of perfected
action, /vA-a/ of plurality, /te/ of adverbs, possessives and rala-
tiv2 claus":3, nnd ^tzo/ and /or/ u;5ed as supports for nouns. 2c
From the above analysis, vje would predict that the Mandarin speaker
would encounter difficulty in word formation. In lieu of
"university', he might say 'big school' which is the literal
translation of the Mandarin syntactic v/ord /ta^ sue^/ 'university'.
2*2 Inflection
The most conspicuous difference in the word formation of
English from that of Mandarin is in inflection. Inflection is
that part of morphology v/hich involves inflectional affixes.
Inflectional affixes are bound forms that convey grammatical signals,
such as plural number, genitive cascj past tense, comparative forms,
etc. In English, the inflection occurs in the word unit itself,
e.g., "boys" is the plural form of "boy"; while Mandarin, due to •
its monosyllabic characteristic, has no inflection. "inflection,
when required, is supplied by use of auxiliary v7ords or enclitics"?/
e.g., /jen-/ 'people', /jen^ te/ 'people's'. In other words,
Mandarin does not employ inflection in the English sense. The
function performed in English by inflection is performed in
Mandarin by auxiliary words and enclitics. For convenience,
however, V7e v;ill continue to refer to this factor as inflection
in Mandar5-n as well as English.
2.21 English. English words are inflected by using suffii^es
and replacives. "Suffixes are affixes which follow the root with
which th.^y are most closely associated", ^o e.g. ,
'
worked - work (base form) f suffix -ed (past tense additive
suffix)
.
Rp.plscives .^re a special type of ir.orphemic element which functions
in seme ways liV.e the suffix, e.g., blew - blow -^ e i— (o)
/ b luv;/" / b lo vv/ + /uv7 s— ( ow) / .
The past tensG 5.S differentiated from the base form by a replacement
of syllable nucleus (It is not restricted to nuclei; consider spend:
spent). Therefore, replacive /uwf-(ov7)/ must be considered as an
allomorph of the tnorpheme vjbose most familiar form is -ed. The
29
English noun plural morpheme also has replacives among its allomorphs.
'
Listed below are the inflectional suffixes :30 .
a. Noun possessive -'s (dog's) f-Si]
b. Noun plural -s (dogs) J-S2]
c. Verb present third-parson singular -s (vacates) [-S3I
d. Verb present participle -ir.g (barking)
e. Verb past tense -ed (dreamed) J-D]^|
f. Verb past participle -ed, -en, etc. (dreamed, chosen) 1-D2!
g. Comparative -er (sv7eeter)
h. Superlative -est (sweetest)
Paradigms of inflection will be discussed later.
2.22 Mandarin. There is no inflection in words themselves.
To compare v.'ith English, the following is noted:
a. Noun possessive. The particle /te/ is used to indicate
possessive. ("A particle is a suffix attached to a phrase or
sentence as a whole, ")^-'- For instance, "m.y book" in Mandar5.n is
formed by placing /te/ between the ovmer /wuo^/ 'I' and /su/ 'book',
9 thus /\mo te su/ 'my book' forms a phrase. :;
b. Noun plural. /min./ is used with personal pronouns to form
the plural. It is also added to nouns denoting persons to form
the plural, e.g., /niy-*/ 'you': /niy-^ rain/ 'you' (plural) , syntactic
word, /nan^ jen^/ 'man': /nan^ jen^ min/ 'men'. -
c. Verb present third-person singular. No inflection is
required. No agreement between the subject and the verb is
required,
d. Verb preseat parciciple. /co-^^'* tzay^ / - denoting progressive
may be used before the verb, e.g., Ic^vf' tzay^ tsqw3 lu^/ 'to be
walking' . X'- . ^.'. . ' :."• "
e. Verb past tense. The verb may be followed by suffix /kuoV,
e.g., /Iay2/ 'come': llay- kuo'^7 'came'.
f. Verb past participle. /Is/ is used to denote perfected
action, and the passive is indicated by /pey^/ 'by'.
g. Comparative. Adverbial /i tien-^/ 'a little' or /sieh/
'somewhat' is used after the v;ord in the comparative, e.g., /ta^^/
'big': /ta • sieh/ 'bigger'; while /pi^ ciavn/ 'than' or /kag^/
'more' is used before the comparative, e.g., Itehl 'big': /kap^^
tahj 'bigger'. *
h. Superlative. Adverbial /tsey^/ '-est' or 'most' is used
before the word, e.g., Ita-^l 'big': /tsey*^ ta^/ 'biggest'.
2.23 The above contrastive observations suggest that the
following paradigms of English inflection would bo very helpful
to the programmer of course materials. The contrast betv'eea
English and L/Iandarin as v/ell as the contrast in forms and usage
in English provide insight into the problems that Mandarin
speakers would encounter and the drills can be so designed as to
achieve more effective results.
Noun Paradigm-^^
Forms Stem Possessive Plural Plural-PossessJ-ve
Inflection::! <-Slj ;-S2| [-S^J ^- ;-S2;
suffixes
models woman v;oman's v7o;nen women's
doctor doctor's doctors doctors'
10
Verb Paradigm
Forras Stem Present Present Past Tense Past
3rd-person participle participle
singular
Inflectional {-33' i-ingj [-Di,
suffixes
Models show shox^7S showing showed
ring rings ringing
cut cuts cutting
Comparative Paradigm
rang
cut
/-Dot
showed /shown
rung
cut
.
Forms Stem
Inflectional
suffixes
Models sx>7eet
lively
Comparative Superlative
'-er'
sweeter,
livelier
est
sweetest
liveliest
2. 24 The teacher must pay special attention in training the
learners to acquire the noun plurals, verb present third-person
singular patterns and verb past tense forms. From native language
habit, the Mandarin speaker tends to ornit these characteristics
and nake 'ungrammatical' utterances. -
2.25 In English, correlations of forms serve as grammatical
signals, e.g., f 33| , a subject-verb relation, is in contrast to
a modifier-head relation; A marriage promises... : A marriage
promise...-'-^ The absence of such concord in Mandarin makes it
difficult for th;^ learners to readily adopt those form.s. The
language teacher, therefore, Tpust provide drills to help them
develop habits of concord. '
2.3 Sentence ,.,:-..
2.31 English. Bloomfield defined a sentence as "an independent
linguistic form, not included by virtue of any gramaiatical construc-
tion in any larger linguistic form". The independence of a gram-
matical forivi f:.-o.ra tliose that precede and follow, if any, is often
11
shox-m by intonation. ^'^ Intonation patterns will be discus^jd under
a SCO,arate section. Major basic sentence patterns in English may
be cl,assified as :^^
a. Equational Sentence - Subject Be Complement
The student is diligent/a boy.
b. Intransitive Sentence-Subject V intransitive (Adverbial)
The student works hard.
c. Transitive Sentence - Subject V object taking Object
The student does his homework.
d. Concatenating Sentence-Subject V concatenating Post Verbal
I saw him eating lunch.
e. Passive Sentence - Subject Be/Get Ypp by Agent/with Means
The window x-7as broken ((by the boy)
(with a stone))
2.32 Mandarin sentence types. Mandarin also" has basic sentence
types utilizing three slots corresponding to the English subject,
verb, and post- verb, e.g., \\^ao-^ nicn^ su
I read book
(I'm studying.)
but in addition Mandarin has basic sen lance tj'oes utilizing only
verb iand post-verb slots? vlth no subject required .or subject and
post--'v'erb slots with no verb required,-'^ e.g., _-_,.. ^...
lay2 2i'^2 ^^^
come late (perfected particle) " ' ....
(I'm late.)
• •
-
"
hwa hav?^ k^an'^ • . . •
flower good locking
(Flowers are becUtlful.)
Many simple s-er.tiences can bo spoken '•/ithout any nood for tense,
person, o^- number r!5;r:?;en3eTit, By I^ij^rning the pronouns, a few
.-
^
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simple VL-bs and the names of a large number of objects, one can
put together hundreds of simple sentences by varying the combina-
tions used, e.g., wuo-^ son sue'^
I go school
(I go to school.)
t"a . sari "^ sue'^
he go school
(He goes to school.)
wuo3 tsuo^ t"ien san^ sue^
I yesterday go school ...
(I went to school yesterday.)
Seraantically, the "actor-action-goal" relationship ascribed to
English does not hold for Mandarin, and the direction of action
in verbs is to be inferred from context (cf. topic and coxviraent) , •
e.g.
,
ciy pu^ c^'a \^
chicken not eat
means both 'The chickens are not eating' in reference to feeding
poultry and 'I don't v/ant any more chicken' referring to dining.
If Mandarin speakers tend to transfer this lack of "actor-action-
goal" orientation to English, the functions of subject, verb, and
post verb should be clearly described- to them, and this orientaticn
emphasized in the drills provided for them.
2.33 English word order presents problems to Mandarin speakers.
Uord order signals structural meaning; for instance, "Mary hit .•
John" and "John hit Mary" are different; "can he coma" with /233 f/
(rising) signaljr a question in contrast to "he can come" vrith
/231i/ (falling), which is a statement.-*'
Both languages have certain restrictions on word order but th^y are
different. From the above descriptions, it is noted that English
has a rQlat.lv e.ly oj. all, number of r.^sic aciatencs patterns, v;bile
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Mandarin has a relatively larger number of basic sentence patterns.
When Mandarin speakers speak English, they tend to alio;-; more
variation for certain slots in the sentence. Pattern practice
drills V70uld be useful in their acquis.ition of the basic patterns.
2.34 Intonation Patterns. In both languages, every clause
contains and is held together by ati intonation contour which con-
tains a pitch pattern with an accompanying terminal.
2.341 English. A written sentence may stand as a writtexi
symholization of several different spoken utterances. In other
words, in spoken English, intonation contours are probably the
dominant elements in the syntax-signalling system. 38 t;};^q intonation
patterns listed below are based on a widely accepted analysis which
posits four pitch phonemes and three phonemic clause terminals.
The four pitches are symbolized by the numbers, 1 (low), 2 (raid)
j
3 (high) , and 4 (extra-high) . The three terminals are indicated
by arroiv heads as follows: -.
/if falling: falling pitch with a rapid trailing av;ay of the
voice into silence.
/T/ rising: a sudden, rapid, but short rise in the pitch.
/->/ sustained: a sustention of the pitch accompanied by-
prolongation of the last syllable of the clause and some
diminishing of volume. - • . • -
The normal pitch of the voice of the speaker is /2/, which is a
relatively common pitch and serves as a standard of comparison
for the others. /'/ denotes the primary stress of the clause. 39
a. 231| (falling) for statement, wh-questiou, e.g.,
2 3 ll
Ke is a doctor.
14
2 3 It
VTho is he?
b. 233 T (ri5;i.ng) for yes-no question, initial gramiTiaticfil unit,
e.g., 2 3 3t
Is hs a doctor?
c. 32li (falling) for coramand or advice, e.g.,
3 2 li
Pick up the book.
d. 232— > (sustaixied) for continuation of utterance, e.g.,
. 2 3 2 ->
English is difficult (but ...)
2.342 Mandarin. The follov?ing is quoted from The Mandarin
Primer bv Prof. Chan: "Mandarin is one of the few Chinese dialects
vhicu is a ^nixture of Frexich rhytbin and Engli.sh rbyth'.a. The
rnajority of syntactic v.-ords - the nuijority froai a lexical point of
view - have- the French rhythn, tViat is each syllable of a word is
n]oderatel3/ stressed, with '-ha last syllable slightly nore stressed.
Th-sre are variations in stress and rbythr-i between syntactic v/ords
in the senLeiice, but these do not differ in principle froa similar
variacioiis ±r English." Miindarin is a tone language; therefore,
pitch is distributed over morphetr.es and words. Lado ^^ considers
that "tone languages usually have an intonation system ever and
above the tone system of its words. It tends to be a simple one
limited to two additional pitch phor.einas occurring at phrase and
sentence final points." Hockett also states, "The clearesc thing
about intonations is their scope: there is usually little doubt
as to where a particular intonation begins and ends. The exact
nature aiid nunber of the intonations is less clear. For tiv:. last
macros agmen.t of an utterance, ^^e indicated by terminal /./a lowering
.15
of pitch from nuclear stress to the end, and by /?/ the absence of
such a fall in pitch; thus ia short utterance /tuei ' ina?/ 'is that
right', /tuei'^ te./ 'that's right'. Under /?/ we are probably
lumping together several phonemically distinct types; possibly
also several are covered by /./' '^1 - -•
2.343 The stress and pitch patterns of the learner's native
language do interfere with the practice of the intonation patterns
'of the foreign language. But the real problem does not so much
concern the "colorless" intonation patterns as the aCTcented patterns
in v/hich subtle intonation changes affect the meaning of the
utterance. This is something related to the speaker's social and
cultural background and nn.ist be learned in the environment of
native speakers. '•••'" '' ;
2'^ ^I^. 2£ Speech ....... '••>.,
2.41 English. The traditional definitions of parts of speech
are notional and they either include too niuch or exclude too much,
e.g., the traditional definition of a verb is." "A verb is a word
that denotes action, being or state of being." By this definition,
a verb like "think" cannot be precisely classified as such because
it denotes a meafal process; therefore, it Is neither a visible
action, nor a being, nor a state of being. From the point of viev;
of descriptive graumiar, a part of speech is a functioning pattern;^^
classifications of words or groups of v/ords are in accordance with
their po.sitions, forms or functions. The position classes are
nominal J verbal, adjectival and adverbial. The form classes are
nouns, verbs, adjectives, and ads/erbs. The function classe--- are
determined by, as indicated by the term, the function the v;o:"d
16
perforins in a sentence, such as subject of a verb, object of a
verb, object of a preposition. •
l.kl Mandarin. The parts of speech in Mandar in are far more
flexible than in English. A Mandarin word primarily connotes an
idea; the particular part of speech which this word happens to be
depends upon its position in a sentence. A part of speech, then,
is a form class whose rcerabers are s^Titactic v/ords which have the
same grammatical function. ^-^
2.43 Modifiers. "A modifier is a subordinate element in an
endocentric structure. ^^ It is a word or word group that affects
the meaning of a headword in that it describes, limits, intensifies
and/or adds to the meaning of the head."^^ The position of the
modifier ia English often confuses the Mandarin speaker because
the modifier-head relation in Mandarin is much simpler in general,
the modifier precedes the head except in the cas e of emphatic
function. In English it is a tv;o pattern system -- some modifiers
precede, and some follow the head, although raost precede the head.
A Mandarin speaker has other problems with the English modification
system, such as, (1) the pcsitioii of a modifier clause, that is,
it is noL necessarily placed immediately after the v;ord it m.odifies;
and (2) the arrangement of strings of modifiers, that is, strings
of modifiers or strings of modifier phrases usua lly follow a ceriiain
order in their arrangement. The foilo v7 ing tests are aids to the
identification of the modifier-head relation :^-6
&. Position; the flower: The slot pr
Ler. (A distinction
eceding toe beird
between a compoundis usually filled by a modifj
noun and an adjectival-plus-noun can. be mctde from, their suprasegmentals
j
17
i.e., str-^oS patterns, e.g., 'that apple pie' (with aecondary-
priraary stress pattern) signals an adjectival-plus-noun; and,
'that apple tree' (xvith primary- tertiary stress pattern) signals
a compound noun.)
b. Meaning: 'a butter^y in the garden which was fluttering
among the flowers ' : From the meaning, it is obvious that the under-
lined clause modifies the noun butterfly . ,.....
c. Forraal cues: 'the flowers in the garden x\'hich were blossoming
beautifully' in contrast to 'the flov7ers in the garden which was
blossoming profusely' : The modifier-head relation is indicated
explicitly in the formal cues. ' ' '. •
,_
These tests are very useful in determining the relationship
between the modifiers and the V7ords they modify. Mis-pairing of
the modifier and the head may lead to a mis- interpretation of the
underlying meaning. Since the part of speech in Mandarin is deter-
mined largely by the position of the v/ord in the sentence, it is
believed that the above description of English .parts of speech
would be helpful to the language teacher in designing drills for
practice.
2.5 Funct ion yJords
Function v/ords in English signal particular structural
meanings, ^' The Mandarin speaker often finds function words
diffucnlt to learn, especially those most frequently used words --
articles and prepositions.
2.51 Articles. English. In general, singular count nouns take
the articles '''the" or "a", plural count nouns and mass nouns may
take "the" but never "a". The following cbaru illustrates the
18
distribution .48
Singular
Plural
Count I Ma ss
"^et in del:'" generic "aef__j indef generic
the a a the some
the soina ^ CT I
Mandarin. Mandarin Chinese has no articles. Nouns may have
either generic or particular meaning with no difference in fcrm,^°
e.g., jen'^ sib^. li-^s?n ton ' V7U "^
man is rational animal (Man is a rational animal.)
Definite and indefinite re.'urence is often determined by word
order. In subject position a noun usually refers to something
definite, x>7bile in object position it usually refers to something
indefinite. ^^
2.52 Preposition. English. Prepositions are a type of function
v7ords vjhich most commonly occur as the initial word in a class of
phrase called prepositional phrases. They clearly mark this
construction type.^-'- Some words function either as prepositions
or as conjunctions. These ca^i be distinguished from their
constructions, i.e., in prepositional constructions a noun phrase
follov7S the functioii word; Xi7bile in conjvir.ctive constructions, a
clause follows the function word, thus 'I'll wait until tomorrow'
is a prepositional construction and 'I'll v;ait until he comes' d.s
*• a conjunctive construction. The usage of prepositions constitutes
difficulty to Mandarin speakers because the same word \\^ay be used
with different ineanings or several preposicions all may indicate
one thing, e.g., "at five", "on the 10th", "in 1967" all indicate
adverbial of time. In Mandarin either no preposition is used or
the word /i-zay"^/ is used, thus, t-a \nj2 tien-^ lay2
Lie five o'clock, come
(He'll come at five.)
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t^a sih2 haw^ lay2
he 10th day coma (He'll come on the 10th.)
In Mandarin, prepositions can be verbs v/hich are usually in the
first position in verbal expression series j^^g^g^
^
t^a tzay '" cia
he at home (He's at home.)
The complexity in preposition usage in English makes it difficult
for Mandarin speakers to master the use of prepositions.
2.6 SuiTimary and Conclusions
The following is a brief summary of the morpho-s}'ntactic
contrasts derived from the preceding descriptions:
English Mandarin Chinese *•
1. Morphemes in English may be 1. Most morphemes are free-raorphs,
either bound or free, but
not both.
2. Inflections are affixed 2.
directly to nouns, pronouns,
verbs, adject5.ves, adverbs.
A
but many free morphs can bo
bound in making syntactic words
Nouns
,
pronouns , verbs
,
adjectives, adverbs are not
themselves- inflected. VJhere"
in English inflection is
required, it is supplied in
Mandarin by use of auxiliary
words or enclitics.
3. The plural number of a noun 3. Plural number of personal
is usually indicated by an pronoun or personal noun is
inflectional affix. indicated by a morpheme.
Other nouns cannot have plural
markers
.
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4. Past tense is usually 4. Temporal aspect is indicated
indicated by suffixes [-Di| hy a time element or particles,
and J-D2/.
5. Concord between subject and 5. Agreement betv7een subject and
verb is marked in third-
person singular non-past
tense.
6. Parts of speech can be
classified by memberships
in position, form, and
function paradigms. Many
v7ords are members of more
than one such paradigm.
7. English has a relatively
small number of basic
sentence patterns.
verb is not required.
6. Words primarily connote ideas;
part of speech function is
flexible and dependent on
position in a sentence. '•
Mandarin has a relatively
larger number of basic
sentence patterns.
8. English has three terminal 8. Mandarin h^as tv;o terminal
junctures : / l-> t/. junctures : /J. /'/.
9.. Articles and propositions 9. Mandarin ha? no articles,
are essential in some
structures
.
10. Pitch in English is over
the ohrase.
and generally prepositions
are not used.
10. Mandarin is a tone language
with pitch over each word.
From this summary of the differences between English and Mandarin,
it is poi;sible to dra-:; th^ conclusions that;
1, Mandar/n speakers find inflection difficult because thay are
not accustomed to this laaguat-e feature.
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2. In gtaeral, articles and prepositions are not used in Mandarin.
When Mandarin speakers speak English, they tend to oniit those
function words..
3. Mandarin speakers will have problems with En3lish intonation,
particularly placement of stress and smoothing of pitch contours
over words into a contour over the whole sentence. Pattern
practice drills v/ill help the learners acquire the basic intonation
patterns. -
i^, . II. i(4J|i_
CHAPTER IIT
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CONTR/.STIVS ANALYSIS OF MEGATION AND
QUESTION IN ENGLISH AND ^L^NDAR1N CHINESE-
'
\
3.0 Introduction
This chapter contains an analysis of negation and question
1
i
j
forms in English and Mandarin Chinese. Transformational gram-
mar!ans consider the English question and negation forms to ba
J
convarted froui statement forms and, therefore, transformations. ]
3.1 Nejation . ' ' "'
Negative forms of Mandarin will be discussed first. English i
1
nega tlve forms v;ill ba analyzed in the next section.
3. 11 Mandarin. To form a negative sentGnco, a particle /pu''/. 1
/may'!
i
>r:>'^/, or /vfa"'' / is used. The particle precedes the vord
nega ted. " / .
a.
/ " *
/ri'd-/:^.gex\eT:allY indicates negative non-past tanse. It may
nega te adjectives and adverhs as wall as verbs.
t^a lay2 t^s pu^'" lay
2
ho come he not coma
(He's coming.) (He's not coming.)
t'^-a kaw tha pu*^^ kaw *- ".'';'
he tall he not tall ^.
.
'^-^
(He's tall.) (He's not tall.)
,
'V
,1
j
b. /mey2/>!^ generally indicates negative past tense. It is -
iised to modify verbs only.
t'na lay2 kuo'^' t'^a may^- lay2 kuo^
he come past he not come past
(H^ oar;?.) (Ho didn't come.)
-
'
-
-^
i
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c. Idi^ioatic v.sDi^c. /\)is~^/ negates /sih'^''-/,^ ' '^^' > i.e., /pu^sili^'/-*-^
and /riev^/ negates /yo^/;^^ 'have', i.e., /iney2 yo^/.^'^
t'-a sitv haw-^ nay^
he is good boy
(He's a good boy.)
t"a yo-^ c"ien2
he have money
(He has noney.)
t^"'a pu^ sih^ haw3 hay2
he not is good boy
(He's not a good boy.)
t^a mey^ yo^ c^ien^
he not have money
(He doesn't have money.)
d. A-ra-'V and /m:"^/ are used mostly in imperatives and in proverbs.
c^'in-' vm''^ ta^'- s?n suo hv;a'^
please not big voice say v;ord (Please do not speak loud.)
* • 9 • A ^ • /< Isien- ja^'- 1^^ • cm'^ ?
unauthorized men not enter (Authorized personnel only.)
3.120 English. In the scope of this paper, negative statements
have been I5.mited to those in vjhich jnotl is used to fori^ the
negative. This excludes such negative adverbs as "rarely", "hardly"
and "seldom" and adjectives such as "little" or "few" from
cons idsrat ion here.
a. "not" is placed after the first auxiliary. Auxiliaries
are [be], [have', [do' and the medals. With [be^
,
|havej^ plus
{not^j
,
in speech the auxiliary may be contracted with the subject,
or, in free variation, the {not] may be contracted with the
auxiliary, thus: He's not coming, or, He isn't coming.
He's not left. or. He hasn't left,
except with [amj, where the former is permissible, but not the
latter, thus; I'm not going, but not^ "I amn't going.
In the question version of these items, if the full form 'not! is
used, it is placed after the subject, but if the contracted form
/ant/ is usod Iz is placed after th-- verb, thus:
Is he p.ct going? or, Isn't he going?
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Has he not left? or. Hasn't he left?
Am I not going? or, (here r.ost speakers prefer
-
"Aren't I going?")
b. When verb [bej is used as full verb, "not" is placed after
jbej. In speech, (^bej may be contracted with the subject, or, in
free variation, the j not] may be contracted with [be).
He's not a teacher, or. He isn't a teacher.
c. For verbs without auxiliary, change verb to Cdo} + verb base
form, [not] is placed after [do]. In speech, (not] may be
contracted with [do,'.
They come here. They do not come here, or. They don't comi here.
They came here. They did not come here, or, They didn't couie hsre..
He comes here. He does not come here, or. He doesn't come here.
3' 2 (j^estion"'-^
The Mandarin interrogative will be discussed here, and
English counterpart in the next section.
3.21 Mandarin.
a. Yes-no questions are formed by use of the particles /ma/,
/a/, or /pa/, e.g., niy^ lay2 niy^ lay^ ma?
you come you come ?
(You're coming.) (Are you coming?) '
t^a sih"^ haw3 hay2 t^a sih^ haw3 hay2 laa? -•
he is good boy he is good boy ?
(He's a good boy.) (Is he a good boy?)
Notice that the v;ord order of the question remains the sarno. The
only difference between a statement and a question is the particle
at the end.
b. Yer>-no questions. The second method is to change the verb
into Verb-rtogative particIa-Verb (./ioy" pa' lay^/, /yo^ rpey?- yo^/
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"V neg V") from V7hich a choice betv7een something and its negative
is offered, e.g., niy3 lay2 niy3 lay2 pu* lay2?
you corne you come noc come
(You're coining.) (Are you coming?)
t"a yo-^ c^ien^ t^a yo-' raey^ yo3 c^ien-?
he have raoney he have not have money
(He has money.) (Does he have money?)
c. Yes-no questions in the past tense or the perfect tenses
are formed by adding /ma/ or /raey2yo^/ to the statements in those
tenses, e.g., t^a lay^ Is? t^a lay2 lo ma?
he come perfected he come perfected?
(He has coma.) (Has he come?)
t"a lay2 kuo t"a lay2 kuo^ mey2 yo^?
he come past he come past not
(He came.) (Did he come?) •
d. Questions requesting a choice of alternatives are formed by
putting the alternatives in coordination by juxtaposition,-"-^ •=«g'5
niy-^ sih"^ c^^^ fan'^" c^a mien ?
you v/ould eat rice eat noodle
(Would you eat rice or noodles?)
e. Information questions. Information questions are formed by
using the statement word order, and replacing -the subject, the
object or the adverbial of time/place \rith a question word. In
other words, "Ask as you would be answered,"^'
z^a sm^ iav7-^sjh
^^^t" sa.h '^ lav7^sih?
he is teaci-.er who is teacher
.
.,-
(He's a teacher.) (Vfno is a teacher?)
A " .1 4 -3 I- -i -1 4 ^^ o• .na sih^ oi ^^^ ' sxn" s,->n mo?
that is pen that is what
(That's a pen.) (^^Tnat's that?)
wuo^ yo3 pa khuay'^ c"ien2 uaio- yo^ tuo s a'-7-J c'^ien2?
I have eight dollar I have ho\i much money
(I have eight dollars.) (Hov^ much do I have?)
•^^^ ?'H^..t.i£n- lay2 t a ci"2 r.ien^ lay2?
he a'-ive o'clock co-ds he Xvhen coma
(Ile'l'. come at five.) (IJhen V7ill he come?)
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2.22 Euglish. ;.-.•.
a. Yes-no questi.ons v/ith auxiliary are formed by j.nversion of
subject and the first auxiliary. Intonation pattern: /233T/
2 3 iX , 2 3 3T
He is coming. ' Is he coming?
2 3 U 2 3 3t
She can swim. Can she swim?
b. Yes -no questions with verb be are formed by inversion of
subject and be. Intonation pattern: /233t/
2 3 1 i 2 3 3 1 .
He is a student? , Is he a student?
c. Yes-no questions with verbs other than (a) and (b) are
formed by changing verbs to [do^^ + verb base form. The question
V7ord order will be {do] + subject ^ verb base form t post verbal.
Intonation pattern: /233T/
2 3 li 2.3 31
He goes. Does he go?
d. Echo questions are formed by repeating any previous utterance
but with intonation /233f/ . • .
.2 3 li 2 3' 3t
•- He is a student. He is a student?
2 3 li 2 3 3T
She va-ot3 the book. She wrote the book?
e. Vfn-questions are a two step transformation. First, the
subject, object, complement, or adverbial is replaced by an
appropriate question word, such as "v/here", "v;ben", "wlioV, "why",
"what", or "how". Then the v/h- vzord is placed in the initial
position and, except for questions vvith wh- word functioning as
subject, t'-.e v7ord order of the rest is trans formod in the same
manner as the yes-no questions. In questions where the wh- word
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is substituted for the subject, the seni'-mce remains in subject •
verb + post verbal order, e.g., "VJho wants to go?". Intonation
pattern: /231i/ • '^ ,
•
'' "'
•^ •
^
.,
2 3 U '
.
I'lhere are you going?
VJbat does he v:ant?
When can they go?
.
Hov; do you feel?
VJho can go?
Who are they? " '
3.23 Tag-question. Both languages have a type of question
called the tag-question. In English, tag-questions are as follows:
(first aux|
Affirmative stater.eat, I Be )n t ^- subj ect (in pronoun forai^
Negative statereent, ^f irst"~auxi' u • ^. / • ^ \
' jp^ ' t subject (m pronoun form)-a'
They went there, didn't they?
The man's a professor, isn't he?
The girls cannot come, can they? • •
He hasn'c been here, has he?
There are two basic intonation patterns :
a. Falling final contour /231.r 31j-/ asks for agreement to the
statement made.
b. Rising final contour /232—) 23 T/ signals that the speaker is
not sure of the stateraenc apd asks for infortnation.
In Mandarin, tag-questions are in the form of a stateraent folloiced
by /sih''' pu-'- sib"'/ 'yes or no' or /yo ^ nsay^ yo^/.
o
t-'a lav-, sih- du- sin-
he coroe yes iio yes (He s coming, isn t ha?)
•*l"Jl".«'
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• t^a pu^ lay2, sih^ pu2 sih^i?
he not come yes no yes (He's not coming, is he?)
3.33 English negative questions arc fornie-d by inversion of
subject aad first auxiliary of the negative statement. Intonation
pattern /233t/
2 3 3? 2 3 3r.
Aren't you going? Are you not going?
Can't he come? Can he not come?
Didn't he v;ant to go? Did he not v;ant to go?
VTlien the full form is used, there is a tendency to emphasize "not".
In answering a negative question, there is a difference betv/een
English and Mandarin, i.e., form vs substance. In English, "yes"
is used with a positive form and "no" with a negative form. In
Mandarin, "yes" expresses agreement with what is said in the
question and "no" expresses disagreement, e.g.
,
niy-* pu^ lay2 ma?
you not corne (Aren't you coming?)
Agree: ' sih^, vmo^ pu lay2
yes I not come (Yes, I'm not com3.ng.)
Eng. No, I'm not coming.
Disagree: ou'^, vrjo^ lav^
no I come (Mo, I in coming.)
Eng. Yes, I'm coruing.
3.34 From the above analysis', a parallel transformation of
negative and question is noted. ^/Jhen {not} is used to form a
negative, the question is formed by an inversion of word order;
when [do not] is used in the negative transformation, the question
trans forma r ion also uses fdoj ; therefore, to study the two trans-
formations togather could serve as reinforcement and gain more
effective resjlLs.
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The folic. ;ir!g are illustrations:
Base He is a student.
Negative He is not a student.
Question Is he a student?
Neg Question Isn't he a student?
wt
She can sv^ini. -^ "^ •"
She cannot swim. .- - ^" i'-
Can she swim?
Can't she swim? * "^ -' ;.-•
They look alike.
Thsy do not look alike.
Do they look alike?
Don't they look alike?
They gave us the books.
j.ncy ujLu iiO I. gj-Vc: uti Lilt: uw^>i.\ii .
Did they give us the books?
Didn't they give us the books?
He writes neatly?
He does not write neatly?
Does he write neatly?
Doesn't he write neatly?
3.4 SuiTiraary and Conclusions
The follox;ing is a brief summary of the contrasts between the
two languages with regard to the negative and question transfor-
mations, as derived from the preceding descriptions.
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English
,.
Mandarin Chlnes^e
1. {not| is placed after the 1. A negativ-e particle {p'-ij is used
first auxiliary, 'not] is v;ith th;-i vrord negated. The
placed after [bajx-;her. it particle iprecedcs the v/ord
functions as a full verb. ner-catec. .
-o^
For verbs v/ithcut auxiliary, . -
|do riOt| f verb base form
is \ised. .
2. Word order in a question 2. Word order remains the same.
(except the "echo question") A question particle, such as
is different frc;-^ that of /raa/ is used.
a stateioant. -In a yes -no Mandar.in does not nave echo
question, transfortnation of questions. ' '
word order indicates inter-
^
rogative. For verbs VTlthoi't
auxiliary, Icoj i- verb base
form is used. V/ord order in •
an echo question remains the
same i7itu intonation changed •
to /233t/.
.\ .
3. vrn- words are placed in 3. Question v-ords replace the filler
the i-nitial position of of the slot that requires
the information question. information.
4. A tag-question follov.-s 4. A tag-question is composed of a
the patterns: "positive statement, negative or positive,
statement, negative tag", followed by /sih"^ pu- sib"/ or
"negative statement, /yo- mey''- yo-V. ' '' ^ '
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positive tag".
5. In avisv/erin;^ a question, 5. "yt^s" or "no" aiisv7er expresses
tha use of "yes" or "no" agreenient or disagreement with
depends on v.'hether the the substance of the question.
; ansvzer is positive or negative. • .
6. Time is indicated by auxi-6. Ti-rae is indicated by a particle.
liary •*• verb phrases or by
inflection.
7. Intonation: Yes-no ques . 7. Intonation: In general, tone
echo question /2i3t/ or tone sandhi of the sentence
Tag-ques. /23ll- 3li/, /232-^23 |"/ final constitute terminal ' "
1^-question /2314./ contour. Question without /ma/
has rising pitch at the ei'id of
sentence.
From the above suinrnary of differences, wa may draw the conclusions
that: '
1. When Mandarin speakers make negative stateiiients or ask questions
in English, word order and use of function words will be problems
to them.
2. In answering negative questions, Mandarin speakers v/ill tend
to misuse "yes" and "no". . .
3. The relatedness of the negative and question transformations
suggest that v;e teach the two types of transformations comparati-sely
for more effective results.
""'V
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3.5 Drili.3
The following pattern-practice drills are designed to help the
learner to become familiar v;ith the basic patterns of negative and
question transformations. Simple sentences are used in most drills,
NEGATIVE \ . • -.
REPETITION DRILL. - ' ,
DRILL 1. POSITIVE STATEMENTS.
LISTEN. The man's a doctor.
.
•
The man was a teacher.
REPEAT. The man's a doctor. .
,. The man was a teacher. *
. , .
,
.~ They're musicians. • '
They were musicians.
I'm going to the beach.
She's able to come. •'
I could go.
He'll go.
They should get the prize.
He's completed his work.
We speak Spanish.
She understands Chinese.
- I spoke French. "' '
He told roe the truth.
I have money.
He had youi* paper..
Write in iil: .
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DRILL 2. NEGATIVE STATEMENTS.
LISTEN. The man's not a doctor.
The man isn't a doctor.
The man wasn't a teacher.
REPEAT. The man's not a doctor.
The roan isn't a doctor.
The uian wasn't a teacher.
They're not tausicians. •
-. They aren't musicians.
They weren't nmsicians.
I'm not going to the beach.
She's not able to come. : . . :
.
.
^ ; She isn't able to come.
I couldn' t go.
He won' t go.
They shouldn't get the prize.
He hasn't completed his work.
We don't speak Spanish.
She doesn't understand Chinese
I didn't speak French.
He didn't tell me the truth.
I don't have money.
He didn't have your paper.
Don't V7rite in ink.
TRANSFOP,M/\TION DRILL. CONTi?AST POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE STATE! lEMTS
.
GRANGE THE GIVEN POSITIVE SS^:TENCES TO
NEGATIVE.
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DRILL 3. 1.XSTEN.
EXERCISE.
The man's a doctor. ,~
The man's not a doctor.
The man Isn't a doctor.
The man's a doctor.
The man's not a doctor.
The man isn't a doctor.
The man was a teacher.
The man wasn't a teacher.
They're musicians.
They're not musicians.
They aren't musicians.
I'm going to the beach.
I'm not going to the beach.
V7e were here.
We weren't here.
I could go.
I couldn't go. .
He'll go.
He won ' t go
.
They should get the prize.
They shouldn't get the prize.
He's completed his work.
He's not completed his work.
He hasn't completed his V7ork.
We speak 'Spanish.
Ue don't speak Spanish.
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SUBSTITUTION DRILL,
DRILL 4. LISTEN.
EXERCISE.
She understands Chinese.
She doesn't understcind Chinese.
He told rne the truth.
He didn't tell me the truth.
He had your paper. '
He didn't have your paper.
Write in ink.
Don't write in ink.
SUBSTITUTE THE SUGGESTED ELEMENTS ON THE
PATTERN. MAKE ANY Ca\NGES T¥AT ARE NECESSARY
AS A RESULT OF THE CH/'NGES TO SUBSTITUTIONS.
The ninn v/asn't a teacher, (they) '•
They weren't teachers.
The man wasn't a teacher, (they)
They weren't teachers.
They aren't musicians. (I)
I'm not a musician.
We're not go3.ng to the beach, (she)
She's not going to the beach.
He hasn't completed his work, (the students)
The students haven't completed their work.
I don't speak Spanish, (that girl)
That girl doesn't speak Spanish.
He didn't tell me the truth, (you)
You didn't tell me the truth.
QUESTION
.
REPETITION DRILL.
DRILL 1. POSITIVE QUESTION.
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LISTEN. Is L-he roan a doctor?
Has the man a doctor?
REPEAT. Is the iran a doctor?
Was the man a doctor?
Are you busy?
Was she able to go?
.
• -
.
Can his friend come?
Have they completed their workt
Do you speak French?
Does she understand Chinese?
Did he write a letter?
Do they have probleu-'s?
DRILL ?.. NEGATIVE QUESTION. •-.•
• LISTEN. Isn't the man a doctor? ;..>,;
Wasn't the man a doctor?
REPEAT. Isn't the man a doctor?
V
Wasn't the man a docto^r? ••;.
Aren't you busy?
Wasn't she able to go?
.
. Can't his friend coma?
Haven't they completed their work?
Don't you speak French? ' ' '''
Doesn't she understand Chinese? .
Didn't he write a letter?
Don't they have problems?
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TRANSFORM lATION DRILL. COMTR/.ST POiiiTlVS QUF.STIOMS WITH NEGATIVE
QUESTIONS. CII/.NGS Ti-IE GIVEw POSITIVE
QUESTION TO NEGATIVE QUESTION.
DRILL 3. LISTEN. Are thay arf;ists? .
Aren't thsy artists?
EXERCISE. Are tbey artists?
Aren't they artists?
Was that boy here yesterday?
Wasn't that boy here yesterday?
Can you go?
Can't you go?
Did he say that? <
Didn't he say that?
Have you taken the test?
Haven't you taken the test?
DRILL 4. ANSWER THE GIVEN QUESTION WITH BOTH POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE
ANSWERS
.
LISTEN.
EXSRCISI
Are you a student?
Yes J I'm a student.
No, I'm not a student.
Are you a student?
Yes, I'ni a student.
No, I'm not a student.
V7eren't you here yesterday?
Yes, I V7as here yesterday.
No, I wasn't here yesterday.
Can he play piano?
Yes, hi; caa play piano.
No, he can't play piano.
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... Has your brother been back?
Yes, he's been back.
No, he hasn't been back.
Doesn't he count this? ~
Yes, he counts this. '. ^ - .
- No, he doesn't count this.
Did he see you?
Yes , he saw me. -
'
No, he didn't see me. • -
TAG QUESTION
.
.
REPETITION DRILL.
.f;..'"- . .. '
DRILL 1. POSITIVE TAG QUESTION. ' ' ;.
LISTEN. That man's a doctor, isn't he?
That man was a doctor, v/asn't he?
REPEAT. / That man's a doctor, isn't he?
That man was a doctor, wasn't he?
They can come, can't t-hey? .'
She speaks English, doesn't she?
You went there yesterday, didn't you?
DRILL 2. NEGATIVE TAG QUESTION. ' . .' r \ .
LISTEN. V
. That man's not a doctor, is he?
That man wasn't a doctor, was he?
REPEAT. That man's not a doctor, is he?
That man v/asn't a doctor, was he?
They can't come, can they?
That girl doesn't speak English, does she?
You didn't go there yesterday, did you?
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TRANSFOm-l/iTION DRILL. CONTRAST POSITIVE TAG- QUESTION AND NEGATIVE
TAG QUESTION.
DRILL 3 LISTEN. That nion's a doctor, isn't he?
That man's not a doctor, is he?
EXERCISE. That man's a doctor, isn't he?
That man's not a doctor, isn't he?
That man v/as a doctor, wasn't he?
.-.,'. That man wasn't a doctor, v/as he?
They can come, can't they?
They can't come, can they?
. . She speaks English, doesn't she?
She doesn't speak English, does she?
You V7ent there yesterday, didn't you?
You didn't go there yesterday, did you?
DRILL ^:. CONTRAST STATEMENT WITH TAG-QUESTION. CH/.NGE THE GIVEN
STATEMENT TO TAG-QUESTION.
LISTEN. The man's a doctor.
The man.'s a doctor, isn't he?
The man's not a doctor, is he?
EXERCISE. The man's a doctor.
,
;^ The man's a doctor, isn't he?
.
The man's not a doctor, is he?
- " The man was a doctor.
The m.an v/as a doctor, wasn't he?
The man wasn't a doctor, was he?
They can come.
They can come,, can't they?
They can't cone, can they?
w<i . i^W.li,. ^"i* II
AO
That girl speaks English.
That girl speaks English, doesn't she?
That girl doesn't speak English, does she?
You T'.'ent there yesterday.
You went there yesterday, didn't you?
You didn't go there yesterday, did you?
INFORMATION QUESTION
TRANSFORllATION DRILL. CMNGE STATEMENT TO QUESTION WITH THE
SUGGESTED WORD OR PHRASE REPIACED BY A
QUESTION WORD.
DRILL 1. LISTEN.
EXERCISE.
John's a doctor. (John)
VTho's a doctor?
They sav; John. (John)
I-Tlio did they see?
John's a doctor. (John)
l-Jho 's a doctor?
They saw John. (John)
Who did they see?
His friend can come, (his)
I'Jhose friend can come?
He has books, (books)
^That does he have?
We're going to the beach, (to the beach)
I^Jhere are we going?
I believe him because he's honest, (because
he's honest)
llhy do you believe him?
I'm fine, (fine)
How are you?
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She's leaving totnorrov;. (tor-orrov;)
IThen is she leaving?
DRILL 2. ANSVJER THE QUESTIONS UITH POSITIVE STATEilENT, THEN
CHANGE TO NEGATIVE.
LISTEN. Who's a doctor?
The man's a doctor.
The man's not a doctor.
EXERCISE. VTlio's a doctor?
The man's a doctor.
The man's not a doctor.
.: V7here are we going?
We're going to the library.
We're not going to the library.
Iflnose friend can come?
His friend can come.
His friend can't come.
What have they completed?
They've' completed their work.
' They haven't completed their x?ork.
.
•
. VTho has the tape?
He has the tape.
He doesn't have the tape.
VTho had the tape?
We had the tape.
"
VJe didn't have the tape.
How did it taste?
It tasted good.
• It didn't taste good.
4 T j''-<^w^w".pw"r.T "
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V/ho invited the couple?
" Suzie invited the couple. :\
Suzie didn't invite the couple.
t^en are they going to Paris?
They're going to Paris this summer
,
They're not going to Paris this summer.
How often does he come here?
He coracs here every week.
He doesn't come here every week.
NEGATIVE AND QUESTION "
TR/iNSFOPsMATION DRILL. CONTRAST NEGATIVE STATEMENTS WITH QUESTIONS,
CHANGE THE GIVEN STATEl-IENT TO NEGATIVE AND
QUESTION.
.
.
.
LISTEN. The man's a doctor.
The man's not a doctor.
Is the man a doctor?
Isn't the man a doctor?
EXERCISE. The man's a doctor.
The man's not a doctor.
Is the man a doctor? '
. Isn't the man a doc Lor?
The m.an was a doctor.
The man wasn't a doctor.
War. the man a doctor?
X'Zasn't the man a doctor?
They're artists.
They're not artists.
:
.
•
• Are they artists?
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Aren't they artists? '.''
They were busy.
The}? v;eren't busy.
Were they busy?
V7eren't they busy?
He could go.
He couldn't go.
Could he go?
Couldn't he go? ..
-
They' 11 come...
They won't come.
Will they come?
Won't they come?
They speak English,
They don't speak English.
Do they speak English?
Don't they speak English?
You went there.
You didn't go there.
Did you go there?
Didn't you go there?
She likes to read.
She doesn't like to read.
Does she like to read?
Doesn't she like to read?
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• ABSTRACT - .
.
Purpose and Scope . This report is intended to help English-
teachers in preparing course materials for speakers of Mandarin
Chinese learning English. Based on the premise that a language
is a set of habit patterns associated with meaning and that the
acquisition of a second set will suffer interference from the
first set, we contrast the structures cf English and Mandarin to
identify the places V/here the interference will occur and deter-
mine the nature of the interference. With this sort of informa- •
tion the l-^.ngua.j^e teacher i'i better ablo to plan what must be
taxight and in what order, relative effort to be expended on
respective points, and to determine most effective pedagogical
procedures. For purposes of this report negation and interrogative
structures in English and Mandarin have been singled out for
treatment in detail, and drills suggested on the basis of the
findings
.
Procedure. First, a linguistic analysis, based on extant works,
was adopted for the r.iorpbo-syntactic patterns of English. At
er.ch point, reference was made to the counterpart pattex*n in
Mandarin as described in published reputable v/crks . Next, negative
and interrogative structures of English v;ere discussed with refe-
rence to the counterpart structures in Mandarin. Paradigms and
drills for English were included to illustrate inflections^ and
negative and question transformations.
Summary o.i" Findings. In this contrastive stu<ly of English and
Mandarin Chinese, we found that the difference in speech patterns
constituted a problem for Mandarin speakers in learning English.
The rollox-;iag are the basic findings: '
1. Morphemes in English are bound as well as free but not both,
V7hile inost raorpheiiies in Mandarin are free-tnorphs , which can be
bound in making syntactic v7ords
,
2. English parts of speech can be classified by meinberships in
form, position and function paradigms, while Mandarin part of
speech function is flexible and dependent on the position in a
sentence. •
3. In English, inflection, when required, occurs in the word
unit itself; while Mandarin has no inflection in the word unit
itself.
4. In English count noun plural is formed from its singular
noun plus a plural morpheme, whereas in Mandarin one form is used
for both singular and plural.. •..
.
'
;
5. In English time is indicated by auxiliary plus verb phrase
or by inflection, but in Mandarin time is indicated by an adverbial
or a particle.
.
6. English has concord between subject and verb, particularly
in the third-person singular non-past tense, but in Mandarin no
such agreement is required,
7. English has relatively small num.ber of basic sentence
patterns, but Mandarin has relatively larger number of basic
sentence patterns.
8. English has three terminal junctures: 11 —> 7 1 \ Mandarin
has two terminal junctures: I \l T I
.
9. Pitch in English is over the phrase; pitch in Mandarin is
over each vjordo
10,. In English, articles and prepositions are essential in some
structures; but Mandarin has no articles and generally prepositions
are not used.
11. In English placement of negative morpheme (not| is more
variable, but in Mandarj.n negative particles generally precede
the words negated. . . ,
12. In English x-.'ord order for yes-no question forms differs from
the statement order and signals the question structure; i.n Mandarin.
the order remains -the same.
13. In English question words are commonly placed utterance
initially, but in Mandarin question words replace the filler of
the slot that requires information.
14. English tag questions have structural concord between the
statement and the tag; Mandarin tag questions Have no such
structural concord.
.
